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Words help babies
represent objects

fMRI reveals processing streams in action

How do infants learn that a bottle is different
from a glass, and w hat is the role of
language in this learning process? In a
series of experim ents, Xu takes one step
towards answ ering these questions by
investigating w hether babies use w ords to
individuate objects [1]. Nine-m onth old
babies saw tw o objects being brought out
from behind a screen and replaced, one at a
tim e. In one condition, the objects w ere
labeled w ith tw o different nouns (‘ Look,
M aggie, a ball … Look, M aggie, a duck’).
In another condition, only one w ord was
used for both objects (‘ Look, M aggie, a toy ’).
This procedure was repeated several tim es.
Next, the screen dropped revealing either
both, or one of the objects. Babies looked
longer at the one-object than the tw o-object
display, but only in the tw o-w ord condition.
This suggests that the babies used the
different w ords to individuate the tw o
objects, and w ere therefore m ore surprised
w hen one rather than tw o objects rem ained.
Sim ilar results w ere obtained w hen
nonsense w ords and nonsense objects
w ere used, show ing that previous exposure
to the w ords and objects was not essential.
By contrast, babies did not show m ore
surprise at the one- com pared w ith
tw o-object outcom e w hen the objects
w ere labeled w ith tw o tones, tw o
non-linguistic sounds or tw o em otional
expressions (positive-sounding ‘ ah ’,
negative-sounding ‘ ew y ’).
Apparently,then, nine-m onth old babies
m ake use of linguistic labels to keep track
of objects. It is as yet unclear w hether
babies use the w ords sim ply as m nem onic
devices in this task, w hether the linguistic
cues draw m ore attention to the objects,
or w hether the use of tw o distinct w ords
is a cue for the infant to set up
‘placeholders’ for tw o kinds of objects.
If the last of these is true, w ords do indeed
play an im portant role in the acquisition
of object concepts.
1 Xu, F. (2002) The role of language in acquiring
object kind concepts in infancy. Cognition
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The dorsal and ventral visual stream s,
through w hich visual inform ation about
objects is processed, w ere first characterized
in the m acaque m onkey and hom ologous
pathways have also been identified in the
hum an brain. The dorsal stream processes
the 3-D location and m ovem ent of objects,
and parietal lobe areas use this inform ation
to guide object-directed actions, such as
reaching and grasping. The ventral stream
processes the form and features of objects
and tem poral lobe areas use this
inform ation for perception and object
recognition. Because of this functional
division betw een the types of inform ation
processed by the tw o stream s, they are often
referred to as the ‘how ’ and ‘w hat’ pathways.
When we go to grasp an object, the motor
system uses information about the 3-D shape
and orientation of the object to configure the
fingers for an optimal grasp. The optimal
grasp clearly changes with the orientation of
asymmetrical objects, so the dorsal stream
must preserve information about object
orientation. In the ventral stream, however,
object orientation must be effectively
ignored so that objects can be recognized
from a variety a viewing angles. The two
streams must therefore process object
orientations differently, and in a recent fMRI
study with human subjects these differences
in processing are revealed [1].

The study exam ined activity levels in
dorsal and ventral visual areas w hile
subjects w ere presented w ith tw o
consecutive view s of objects. Because of a
w ell-know n phenom enon know n as
prim ing, presenting the sam e object tw ice
results in an attenuated response to the
second presentation. Both dorsal and
ventral stream s exhibited prim ing w hen
identical view s of an object w ere presented.
How ever, w hen the second presentation
was a rotated view of the first object, only
the ventral stream exhibited prim ing. This
difference suggests that the ventral stream
classified the rotated view as the sam e
object, consistent w ith its role in object
recognition, w hereas the dorsal stream
classified the rotated view as a different
object, consistent w ith its role in
object-directed action. The results therefore
reveal an underlying difference in the
representations of objects in the tw o
stream s: view point-dependent
representations for ‘how ’ and view pointindependence representations for ‘w hat’.
1 Jam es, T.W. et al. (2002) Differential effects of
view point on object-driven activation in dorsal
and ventral stream s. Neuron 35, 793–801
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Mapping the way
During the recent boom in functional M RI,
vision research has led the way in term s of
detailed, quantitative analysis. The m ain
focus of cognitive M RI research has been to
identify ‘blobs’ that show significant activity
in given cognitive circum stances. This is an
essential first step, but does not address the
nature of the processing that occurs in the
areas so identified. By contrast, vision
researchers knew already w here to look
(at the back of the brain), and have been
m apping the surface of the visual cortex,
alm ost m illim etre by m illim etre, addressing
issues of functional organization on a m uch
finer scale. This m ethodological lead has
been m ade possible by the pre-existence of
copious physiological and anatom ical
inform ation about the visual system of

other prim ates. Because of this lead, at a
recent Royal Society m eeting in London on
‘the physiology of cognitive proesses’ the
presentations on vision w ere am ong the
m ost eagerly received. One of these,
presented by Wandell and now published [1]
along w ith the other contributions,
illustrates just how far into the visual cortex
the fine-scale approach can be taken.
The visual w orld is m apped in an orderly
fashion onto the surface of the hum an brain.
But the received w isdom is that only the first
three visual cortical areas (V1, V2 and V3)
have clear and precise m aps that are readily
definable w ith fM RI. Beyond V3, a
progressive and rapid degradation of
retinotopic organization is believed to occur.
In their paper, Wade et al. provide the
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